
“THE BEAUTY OF THE DESERT THROUGH THE SEA”

EASTERN MANGROVE NATIONAL PARK , ABU DHABI

JOIN US ON A LIFE CHANING JOURNEY  

Sea Hawk Water Sports & Adventures is both a pioneer and a leader to a new non-motorized water sport culture in Abu Dhabi. 
We have one goal in mind to bridge between our ancestors’ way of life and our modern day lifestyles.  Sea Hawk is taking the lead in 
non-conventional environmental education by helping people get up close with unique marines ecosystems we call “Al Qurm”.  Sea 

Hawk is leading the way in diversifying eco-tourism in the UAE by urging people to explore more. Life happens outside! 

VIST US ONLINE FOR OUR LOCATIONS
CALL:  +97126736688  EMAIL: info@sea-hawk.ae

www.sea-hawk.ae

PARTNERSHIPS & AFFLIATIONS

Sea Hawk Water Sports & Adventures is proud of its affiliations. We have been operating in the Eastern Mangroves National Park of 
Abu Dhabi for over decade.  Today  Sea Hawk Water Sports & Adventures holds the largest kayak fleet in  entire GCC region. 

 We are renowned and trusted for our outstanding quality, service, value, flexibility and smiling faces.

@seahawk.ae          shwsports          @ShwSports         shwsports                

“Explore The Beauty of The Desert Through The Sea”

Design By: Tandeem Design
www.tandeem.ae



Sea Hawk Water Sports & Adventures wants to continue the 
journey of helping preserve our environment. Environmental 
movements usually start at the grassroots, but in Abu Dhabi 
green issues had a champion at the top with the late Sheikh Zayed. 
He was famous for his love of nature and he inspired many of 
the environmental projects that exist today. Preserving species 
such as the Arabian oryx and maintaining productive fisheries 
were so important to him. Sheikh Zayed’s involvement with 
environmental issues grew out of a respect for nature that is 
embedded in Bedouin culture. The UAE has incredible beauty 
that will last a life time if we take care of it.

“On Land and in sea, our forefathers lived and survived in this 
environment.  They were able to do so only because they 

recognized the need to conserve it, to take from it only what 
they needed to live, and to preserve it for 

succeeding generations.”
   

HIS HIGHNESS SHEIKH ZAYED BIN SULTAN AL NAHYAN
FATHER OF THE NATION
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Sea Hawk Water Sports & Adventures invites you to venture deep into 
the heart soul of our country to truly experience the lifeblood of our 
history.  Eco ventures and exploring the seas and deserts are close to 
our hearts.  We create all our excursions so that you can experience 
the wonders of the UAE’s nature responsibly and help us preserve our 
environments delicate surroundings for our friends, family , wildlife 
and future generations. 

Great artifacts uncovered show the UAE human habitation and 
transmigration goes back thousands of years.   Our great country 
was founded 2 December 1971 as a federation. We’ve designed our 
excursions to specifically let you explore our fascinating waterways 
and seas with great ease.  You can book them as they are or we can 
tailor make a journey to suit your own personal interests.

Our dedicated team lives and breathes “the sea & sand”.  

Let us introduce you to the Eastern Mangroves National Park, to the 
beautiful blue seas and the surrounding deserts.   Time is a gift given 
to us.  Come explore and have an adventure with us.  We need to make 
sure the we always write Sea Hawk separated.

Ali Khalil Husain
Founder

HUSAKK

Hasan Al Hashmi
General Manager

Seahawk Watersports & Adventures

Ghassan Al Jefri
Founder

Sea Hawk Marine Sport
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2009

Exploring Abu Dhabi 
Islands with a few 
kayaks with Ghassan, 
Ali and Hasan

2010
Establishing Seahawk 
Watersports & start 
Launching trips from 
the public jetty in EM 

2011

Achieving the first 1000 
Kayaker milestone

2012
Established Base in the 
Luxurious Eastern 
Mangrove Promenade

2014

Achieving the 10K 
Kayaker milestone

2015
Initiating the
environmental friendly 
Mangrove Boat Cruises

2016

Outdoor Sports 
Event Management 
& Execution
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FOR ALMOST A DECADE SEA HAWK WATER SPORTS & ADVENTURES HAS 
BEEN HELPING EXPLORERS DISCOVER SOME OF THE MOST AMAZING 
PLACES BY KAYAYING, PADDLE BOARDING (SUP) OR GOING BY BOAT TO 
REMOTE AND INTRIGUING ISLANDS OF OUR BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY. 2009

EXPLORING
SINCE

OUR TIMELINE

2017

Sea Hawk became part of the 
Hussak Adventure Family.  
Who is a regional leader in 
outdoor trips and events.  
They are a major shareholder 
in Sea Hawk Water Sports & 
Adventures.

2018

Constantly expanding in new 
and exciting locations.  
Completed a company 
branding update. A new logo,
website and online booking 
system was
launched. 

WITH THE CAPABILITY TO SERVE 250+ KAYAKERS AT ONCE, 
SEA HAWK WATER SPORTS & ADVENTURES LLC HOLDS THE 
HIGHEST NUMBER OF KAYAKS IN THE ENTIRE GCC REGION.

2019
BIGGEST KAYAK

FLEET IN GCC



VISION & MISSION

Seahawk Water Sports & Adventures is on a voyage to both being a pioneer and a leader to a new non-motorized 
watersport culture in Abu Dhabi. We have one goal in mind to be the bridge between our ancestors’ way of life and 
our modern day lifestyle.

Seahawk is taking the lead in non-conventional environmental education. Helping people get a first hand 
experience on a unique marine ecosystem that we call ‘Al Qurm’.

Abu Dhabi has gained global recognition for sustaining a large mangrove forest that spreads over an estimated 
area of 70 square Kilometers in which about 19 squared kilometers are in the eastern mangrove national park. 
As a subsidiary of Husaak Adventures – the leading adventure company in the region – Seahawk is leading 
the way in diversifying eco - tourism destinations within the GCC by urging the youth to pursue and explore 
numerous habitats.

ABOUT US
Sea Hawk Water Sports & Adventures has been operating for the past 8 years daily providing eco-tours into 
the Eastern Mangroves National Park of Abu Dhabi that spreads over 19 squared kilometers. We take you on 
a journey into a whole other world. Venturing into an isolated mangrove forest for one of the most unique 
outdoor experiences our beautiful country has to offer on the outskirts of Abu Dhabi Island. In Sea Hawk we 
aim to be the mean for all the nature and outdoors enthusiasts to explore and discover the beauty that Abu 
Dhabi has to offer wither its other mangrove forest accumulations or in land natural & heritage interactions.

■  Recreational Kayaking
■  Stand Up Paddle Boarding
■  Eco Tours
■  Emirati Traditional Rowing Boats
■ Guided and Unguided Adventures
■  BBQ Dinner Tours

It does not matter what vessel you charter. What matters is the natural beauty that you will encounter in the 
Eastern Mangrove National Park. It is a haven for birds and marine wildlife. It is a gateway to diverse flora and 
fauna of Abu Dhabi. Being on the calm water allows to see the unique marine ecosystem for yourself.

Seahawk Water Sports & Adventures is located near the Anantara Eastern Mangrove Hotel, just outside central 
Abu Dhabi on Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Street.
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EXCURSIONS
KAYAKING

NIGHT TIME KAYAKING

STAND UP PADDLE BOARDING (SUP)

MANGROVE BOAT CRUISE

TRADITIONAL ROWING BOATS

ECO TOURS THROUGH THE MANGROVES

GUIDED ADVENTURES

CUSTOM EVENTS

CAMPING 
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KAYAKING
There are few experiences like paddling through Eastern Mangrove National Park in Abu Dhabi! 
You don’t have to be an eco-tourist to appreciate one of the natural blessings of the UAE when you 
venture into the mangrove forest. The harmonious sounds of flowing water in the mangrove forest 
create an enchanting atmosphere of tranquil solitude. Voyaging through the mangroves is suitable 
for beginners, making it a memorable attraction for all.

KAYAK GUIDED TOUR
Sea Hawk Water Sports & Adventures most requested experience is a guided kayak tour. Guest(s) 
can enjoy a guided tour through the unique Eastern Mangrove National Park.

The route will be a two-hour long journey into the national park of the Eastern Mangrove National 
Park, where an assigned guide will further enrich the experience by introducing the surrounding 
mangroves over pit stops or while paddling.

The adventure ends in the jetty area of Sea Hawk where guests will be able to use the amenities 
such as fresh water to rinse off, a towel, and the changing area if needed.

KAYAK RENTAL
Renting kayaks is a service offered to those who are familiar with the area and are able to solely 
navigate through the fjords of the eastern mangrove national park.

KAYAKING AT NIGHT THROUGH THE 
EASTERN MANGROVES IN ABU DHABI
There are two reasons for kayaking at night. One, it is considered one of the most exotic experiences 
of Abu Dhabi or two, because it is on your bucket list of things to do when visiting or living here.

Sea Hawk Water Sports & Adventure offers a different perspective of the city – experiencing a quiet 
solace of Abu Dhabi at night. Sightseeing from the seat of a kayak is a welcome change to the malls, 
horns honking and city life.

Pick up your paddle and set off on a 2.5 hour voyage of discovery at sunset!
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STAND UP PADDLE BOARDING (SUP)

Jazz it up a notch. Many of those who experience SUP for the first time enjoy the challenge of 
maintaining balance and stability on the paddleboard.
 
 
Sea Hawk Water Sport & Adventures offers SUP board rentals with the full gear for frequent 
paddlers or for those who want a solo adventure through the mangrove area. 
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MANGROVE BOAT CRUISE

Let us introduce you to one to one of the most treasured secrets and show you the Eastern Mangrove 
National Park on a boat cruise it is highly recommended for any naturalist, young or old, who wants to 
get to know firsthand the pulse of the mangrove ecosystem. Discover the secret ways the mangrove 
replenishes the environment; yet sustain itself hopefully for decades of growth.

Boats will be customized to fit the guests or group sizes. After the cruise, the guests can make use of 
the amenities available at Sea Hawk such as fresh water to rinse off, a towel, and the changing area 
if needed.
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TRADITIONAL ROWING

Step back in time with us. Experience first-hand how the ancient Emirates voyaged parts of the 
Arabian Gulf on wooden rowing boats? Be adventurous … join us.

Guests will learn how to work with each other to row in sync through the Eastern Mangrove National 
Park channels. This experience offers a different kind of fun. It is a great networking experience where 
participant(s) interact with and help each other in this authentic cultural adventure.

The minimum number of guests required to run this trip is six. However, Sea Hawk will announce 
scheduled trips for the traditional boat through social media and the website so guests can enjoy this 
experience even if they don’t have a full group of 6 or 8 and want to experience it with others.

*Groups desire to practice the rowing boat frequently will be eligible for significant discounts.
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THE BREAK OF DAWN

Looking for more personalized, genuine, Sea Hawk experience? 
 
This experience will start super early in the morning where the guest(s) will join a group of 8 to 10 + 
a guide and paddle through the calm Eastern Mangrove waters witnessing the early rise of all birds 
and animals and their morning commute. 
 
The aim is to reach a close by island. Everyone helps set up the breakfast area and start preparing 
food with each other. Upon finishing breakfast a small clean up practice to care for the  island  and 
then we head back to the starting point. 
 
The duration of this trip will be from 3.5 – 4 hours. 

The adventure ends in the jetty area of Sea Hawk where guests will be able to use the amenities 
such as fresh water to rinse off, a towel, and the changing area if needed.
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THE SUNSET DINNER TOUR
Discover Abu Dhabi during the golden sunset time.  Guest(s) will experience multiple aspects of 
our services; day kayaking, BBQ dinner at an island, and night kayaking. 
 
Starting an hour before sunset from Sea Hawk jetty at the Eastern Mangrove Promenade, all 
equipment will be loaded on the kayaks and the guests will start their adventure through the 
Eastern Mangrove National Park towards the designated island for the BBQ,.
 
All guest will help with dinner set up. Simple things like the seating arrangement, preparing the 
coals and actually flip the food over flames.
 
These experiences of joining in the fun always turn out to be more memorable than any other trip. 
We become a community sharing and eating together. 

This trip is about 4 – 4.5 hours. 

The adventure ends in the jetty area of Sea Hawk where guests will be able to use the amenities 
such as fresh water to rinse off, a towel, and the changing area if needed.
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MEDIA COLLABORATION

Hawk Water Sports & Adventures was and still be chosen for different videography and 
filming projects, as production houses in and out the country collaborate with us to 
produce content that was viewed locally and globally.

As a certified Operator by both Abu Dhabi Department of Culture and Tourism and the 
Environment Agency Abu Dhabi, Sea Hawk was always the first choice for any project 
promoting the nature side of Abu Dhabi, not only in the sea or the mangroves, but as well 
as the land and desert aspect. Following are a few of many videography collaborations:

Under its campaign “From Abu Dhabi to the World” Sea Hawk facilitated the shoot-
ing of promotional videos for Abu Dhabi DCT (formally known as Tourism and Cul-
ture Authority) with 360 VR Technology in the Easter Mangrove National Park.

FIFA CLUB WORLD CUP UAE 2017 Mascot Tour where Sea Hawk facilitated covering the 
mangrove part of this tour

The “Connect with Nature” Promo video, the outreach program for the Emirates Na-
ture – World Wildlife Foundation & EAD

2 adventure episodes on a Discovery Channel show titled “how to adventure with Riaan 
Manser” 

2 adventure episodes on a Quest Arabia channel show named “Etlaa Barra” to cover 
kayaking in the eastern mangrove as well as one of the region first of it’s kind out door 
event the “Sir Bani Yas Challenge – ABU DHABI”

Promotional video for the Entertainer APP about kayaking in the Eastern Mangroves

Fitness segment in the “Body and Mind” show by colors TV
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Through our Journey and commitment to adventure and eco tourism, Sea Hawk & Husaak Adventures has 
been partnering with local and regional entities to build development plans with the aim of activating and 
branding certain exotic and un-developed locations from an eco-adventure prospective. These ventures 
tapped into different areas such as the following:

Bare and virgin islands (eco-lodge and water sports activation).

Study the potential of the untapped opportunities for Adventure tourism concepts. 

Mountain Hiking route marking.

Mountain Adventure Centers.

Rehabilitation of caving trails and anchors.

Rehabilitation of hiking trails.
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ADVENTURE & ECO TOURISM COUNSALTATION
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Sea Hawk Water Sports & Adventures led 3 significant outdoors challenges, where multiple nationalities from 
the region took part in. With objectives such as contributing to the conservation efforts of local environmental 
agencies, bringing awareness to the unique biodiversity system of the AD mangroves, showcasing a wide range 
of wildlife and natural feature of the unique island of Sir Bani Yas by organizing a first of its kind adventure race, 
Sea Hawk partnered with different entities to develop these challenge concepts with a great turn out and success. 

These events are:

The Caracal Challenge 2016 – 500 participants and raised 160K AED for the EN-WWF

The Dancing Flamingo Challenge 2017 – Kayak adventure race for 25 KM with the partnership of EAD

The Sir Bani Yas Challenge 2018 – 350 Participants in a run/cycle/kayak adventure triathalon with the 
partnership of Department of Culture and Tourism

Sea Hawk took part in Abu Dhabi’s Health and Active exhibitions as well as communities’ weekend events, such 
as:

Health & Fitness Fun Festival – Abu Dhabi 2016

Let’s Promenade in the City Of Life district – Abu Dhabi 2018

Al Reem Island Central Park Festival – Abu Dhabi 2018

■

■

■
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OUTDOOR COMMUNITY EVENTS & CHALLENGE
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